
Middle Eastern Culture and Society

 The only fully industrialized country in the Middle East was Israel, which took advantage 
of the expertise of thousands of Jewish immigrants from post-World War II Europe. The 
levels of industrialization lagged behind in the rest of the Middle East. 

 The economic conditions of the Islamic states varied greatly:
 The oil-producing nations used their great wealth to promote economic, health, 

and educational development. 
 Nations without oil wealth faced great economic problems. 

 Many were burdened with population growth while lacking land and urban opportunities 
to meet the needs of a rising population. 

 Even though women in some Middle Eastern countries gained greater opportunities, the 
society retained male dominance within the household and frowns upon women working 
outside the home.

Diversity among and between Arab peoples today:

 Economically, Arab countries and their populations span the spectrum from the 
wealthiest to the poorest populations in the world and have access to widely different 
natural resources. The Gulf states of Kuwait, Bahrain, Qatar, the United Arab Emirates 
(UAE), Oman, and Saudi Arabia have benefited from oil. 

 Saudi Arabia is the world’s largest exporter of oil. 
 the gross national product (GNP) per capita of the UAE: $22,020 
 GNP per capita of Sudan, where 80 percent of the labor force works in agriculture:

$250

 Though “Arab’’ originally referred to the nomadic people of the desert, bedouins actually 
account for a small fraction— two percent at most— of Arabs today. 

 Most Arabs still make their living as farmers, though some of the region’s urban centers 
are among the oldest (Jericho in Palestine and Damascus in Syria) and among the fastest 
growing (Cairo) in the world. 

 Arab women have always played key economic roles in farming families and as owners of 
real estate in the urban centers. Today, they are increasingly entering the professional 
and industrial workforce.

 Arab societies have always included a broad range of religious and ethnic groups:
 As recently as the 1940s, Lebanon had a majority Christian population. 
 The minorities of Syria include offshoots of Shi’ism, one of the two main branches of 

Islam. Palestinians, on the other hand, are overwhelmingly Sunni Muslim. 

 Economic and social differences have contributed to political strife:
 Many Arab countries are dominated by autocratic regimes, a fact which fuels popular 

resentment against the status quo. 
 A civil war in Algeria after the army’s seizure of power in 1992 has left at least 50,000 

dead and continues unabated. 
 In the southern Sudan, demands for autonomy have led to two civil wars since 

independence in 1956. 
 In Yemen, however, a short-lived effort by the south to secede in 1994 ended without 

spiraling into civil war and, by 1997, the central government was able to organize 
successful national parliamentary elections. 



 Women have played important roles in revolutionary struggles in Algeria, Sudan, and in 
the Palestinian national movement and today, particularly in Egypt, Jordan, and Morocco, 
women are active in political, religious, and social movements.

 Military actions and political pressures from outside the region contribute to social, 
economic, and political hardships. 

 Israel, with decisive material and financial aid from the United States, continues 
to deny Palestinian demands for statehood with violent results for both peoples. 

 According to UNICEF, crippling international sanctions against Iraq since its 
invasion of Kuwait in 1990 mean that about 56,000 Iraqi children die from 
malnutrition and disease every year. 

 The Gulf War of 1990-91 was a dramatic illustration of the potential hostility 
between Arab states. 

 On the other hand, there are important examples of regional cooperation such as 
the Gulf Cooperation Council, which aims to coordinate economic development 
and facilitate trade and communication between its six members. 

 Morocco, meanwhile, seeks membership in the European Community.

 These domestic and regional rivalries and differences notwithstanding, Arab national 
sentiment remains powerful. Throughout the Arab world, popular support for the 
Palestinians and resentment at the U.S.-led campaign against Iraq are the strongest 
political indicators of this sentiment. Whether or not Arab states ever achieve political 
unity, Arabs will always be united in pride in their history, their language, and their 
contributions to the development of the human spirit. 

Conclusion: A Troubled Region
 Middle Eastern civilization remains unique and faces many significant problems. The 

disputes between reformers and Islamic fundamentalists constrain the resolution of these 
problems.


